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ABSTRACT
The study of amino acids was one of the important issues in bioinformatics, and the prediction of the secondary structure of proteins was one of the important steps in the knowledge of the structure and function of the protein. In this research, an algorithm to generate amino acids is suggested using simulation. A software program is build using MATLAB according to the proposed algorithm for the purpose of conducting simulation experiments. Fourteen simulation experiments were performed to generate sequences of different sizes of amino acids of fourteen protein, some of them is private of mitochondria diseases and some other were taken from other types of proteins. Comparisons are performed between the data generated by the proposed algorithm with real data available in international global centers in genetic engineering databases. Percentages of successfulness of similarities and identity between successive cases with those generated by the simulation program were calculated. The practical application of the proposed algorithm indicated that this algorithm gives encouraging results than the similarities proportion between generated data with real data are sometimes exceeds 90%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The process of identification of the amino acids and genes analysis considered a modernness important concept and finds a great interest by the searchers. The huge development in the bimolecular and biochemical science and analysis study of the anatomical map which illustrates the genes or the hereditary formants carry in human inside the human cells. In addition to the use of the nuclear acid DNA in achieving trust of people because it is the most important biological formant and the most accurate one made the need so important to read the chain of the nuclear acid DNA and identify it.

The proteins perform a lot of different functions and in general it consists of 20 different amino acids combined together by peptide bond to determine the proteins by linear sequence from these amino acids and this sequence of amino acid determine the final corps and function of the protein.

In general the protein molecules have different levels of composition contains the initial composition level and the secondary composition level and the tertiary. These composition levels and sometimes the 4th level in some proteins

The reading of the amino acids sequence considered as the most important concept of biological statistics because the most diseases in human should investigated for their hereditary bases and causes to make it easy for the doctors to treat them, that’s why it becomes so important to determine the basic proteins composition and also the determination of the first step to build the knowledge and opens the door to design treatments that suits the humans hereditary specs and to understand the elderly health problems. Not all the amino acids leans to get in or involve in the secondary composition and this is because some amino acids are more leaning to get in Alpha helices composition, in other side some amino acids leans to become Beta – strand and some leans to weakens or destroy the helices because of the clash of the side chains and in other side some of the amino acids are almost suitable to all the composition. Table (1) declines the leaning of the amino acid to get in secondary composition and it is noticed that the favoring of amino acids to get in one of the compositions is not complete.

| Table (1): Inclination amino acid to enter in to secondary structures. |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| amino acid       | α- helices       | β- strands       | Turn             |
| Alanine          | 1.29             | 0.90             | 0.78             |
| Cysteine         | 1.11             | 0.74             | 0.80             |
| Leucine          | 1.30             | 1.02             | 0.59             |
| Methionine       | 1.47             | 0.97             | 0.39             |
| Glutamic Acid    | 1.44             | 0.75             | 1.00             |
| Glutamine        | 1.27             | 0.80             | 0.97             |
| Histidine        | 1.22             | 1.08             | 1.69             |
| Lysine           | 1.23             | 0.77             | 0.96             |
| Valine           | 0.91             | 1.49             | 0.47             |
| Isoleucine       | 0.97             | 1.45             | 0.51             |
| Phenylalanne     | 1.07             | 1.32             | 0.58             |
| Tyrosine         | 0.72             | 1.25             | 1.05             |
| Tryptophan       | 0.99             | 1.14             | 0.75             |
| Threonine        | 0.82             | 1.21             | 1.03             |
| Glycine          | 0.56             | 0.92             | 1.64             |
| Serine           | 0.82             | 0.95             | 1.33             |
| Aspartic Acid    | 1.04             | 0.72             | 1.41             |
As $f_{x}$ the probability represent different residues that fall within the snail body area-Alpha, And is usually calculated body spiral parameter of the formula [10]:

$$P_{x} = \frac{f_{x}}{<f_{x}>}$$

(2)

The $<f_{x}>$ represents the average of the possibility of the residues that exists in the Alpha- helices region and in same way the possibility of existence of this residue in Beta–strands composition can be calculated by this equation [5].

$$f_{x} = \frac{\text{No. of } x \text{ residue in } \beta \text{ regions}}{\text{Total No. of } x \text{ residues}}$$

(3)

The parameter of Beta–strand composition can be calculated by this equation [5]

$$P_{y} = \frac{f_{x}}{<f_{x}>}$$

(4)

3. SIMULATION AMINO ACIDS

The process of secondary protein composition detection depends basically on the knowledge of the initial protein composition which consist of 20 amino acid, and there are a lot of bases that available in the internet contains proteins and secondary compositions of these proteins and these proteins that exist in these data bases depends on the usage of x-ray and an expensive magnetic resonance imaging.

That’s why an simulation method has been created to initial the reality and generate an amino acid sequence which represent the initial protein composition and in different sizes and by usage of table (1) which represent the lean of the amino acids to be involved in the secondary protein composition.

In this research there is an algorithm suggested to generate a sequence on the available in formation in the previous schedules. For generation of a sequence of amino acids of certain size N we suggest this algorithm:

The algorithm(1); generation of a sequence of amino acids by using simulation.

Step(1): Entrance of the wanted size in the simulation program

Step(2): Entrance of table data that represent the lean of the amino acid to be involved in the secondary composition Table

Step(3): formation of amino acid probability matrix P, and the probability law of total has been used for this purpose(*), see[4]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asparagine</th>
<th>0.90</th>
<th>0.76</th>
<th>1.28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proline</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. PREDICTION OF THE SECONDARY PROTEIN COMPOSITION

The process of prediction of secondary structure of a protein composition from its primary sequence one considered as a special importance in biochemistry, and the prediction of the protein corps according to the sequence of the amino acids is considered as one of the main unsolved problems in bimolecular science, in addition to that the detection of the proteins composition is so important to understand the keys of different functions of these proteins. [11]

The detection of the main (basic) functions of the proteins and their structural composition became one of the great challenges in drug designing field

And with the increase of differences between the amount of knowledge that published by the genome projects and the number of discovered proteins with the function and compositions makes the dependence on computerized informational tools inevitable. The process of creating proteins takes place first by the use of the DNA hereditary material composing genes from the cells as a map for its building, then the second stage of preparing protein will take place in the cell during the protein molecules to certain composition to do the function which is responsible for in the cell. And the type of the taken secondary composition by the protein molecule considered as a key to this preparing process which done through molecular folding by away that determined by its first composition till the final normal composition which will do its function [2]. There are a lot of methods for detection of proteins secondary composition and these methods differ from each other by their accurate intuition to the 2ndory composition and also they differ from generation to generation. The enhancements were taken upon the old methods were basically depend on considering the special relationship with protein rolling theory and the inter ship that occurs between the proteins and by these enhancements the special statistics of each residue has returned depending a large number of compositionally detected proteins.

In addition to input of a lot of possible residues inter ship and the most famous method that used in detecting the secondary protein composition which has been suggested by the two researchers Chou and Fasman in the seventies

The chou and fasman methods determine the possibility of Alpha- helices composition and Beta- strands taken by the amino acids depending on the x-ray analysis results of a lot of well-known secondary compositioning proteins.

The possibility of taking Alpha- helices composition by a residue depends on the possibility of existence of this residue within the Alpha-helices composition regions that could be calculated by this equation [5]:

$$f_{x} = \frac{\text{No. of } x \text{ residue in } \alpha \text{ regions}}{\text{Total No. of } x \text{ residues}}$$

(1)

And this gives an example of different residues that exist in Alpha – helices region and usually composition parameter calculated by this equation [6]:
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(*) the Probability: Law of Total If, A1, A2, ... Ak are dual negative events and general in sample space S, so for any other event B in S so:

\[ P(B) = P(B|A1)P(A1) + P(B|A2)P(A2) + \ldots + P(B|Ak)P(Ak) \]

Step 4: generation of random number that follow uniform distribution in the interval \([\text{min, max}]\) which is \(U[\text{min, max}]\) that (min) represents the least value of the sum of each line of the matrix \(P\), which represent the lean of the amino acid to be involved in the secondary composition and (max) represent the largest value of the sum of each line of the matrix \(P\) which represent the lean of amino acid to be involved in the secondary composition.

Step5: Calculate the Euclidean distance between the generated number and the sum of each line of the matrix that’s obvious in step(2).

Step6: generation of amino acid: the amino acid that has the less Euclidean distance between the sum of each line of the matrix \(P\) and the random number that generated will be chose . the next form clears the stream line chart of algorithm (1)

The following figure shows the flow chart of the algorithm(1)

The Figure 1: the suggested algorithm streamline to generate a sequence of amino acid by using simulation

There is a computer program which has been built by using MATLAB language according to the previous algorithm to do an experiments for simulation .look at the unpublished Ph.Dthesis of the other researcher [3].

4. ALIGNMENT

The pair wise sequence alignment represent its most easiest form that the main target from aligning a pair of sequence is to find the best pair of sequence which has the most number of similar amino acid and one sequence represents the querying sequence that want to search for sequence similar in its database and of known composition and function, and the process of composition of sequence considered as one of the most important analysis method in biological information, and it is the 1st step in the path of analysis of new sequence structure and function and in which the search for the matched amino acid residue symbol in the related sequence or DNA bases symbol take place.

The pair wise sequence alignment process considered as a main base in the searching in databases for the multiple sequence alignment and this alignment process gives the dual sequence under standing relationship possibility that if the two sequences are shared in incoporable degree of similarity or identify that its so far to this identity to be random and this mean that these two sequences could be descended from combined developmental sources (root or radically matching )

Homologous [10] but also there is a possibility of
mismatching in some regions resulting from amino acids changing processes (in protein form situation) and here the weighting of the possibility of descending of the two sequences from one source (origin) is possible. but they became so far that the radical relation which are not capable to be characterized on the relay level and this appears obviously clear in the fact that the nucleotide in DNA be in two situation either similar or different in comparison with three situation that happens in the amino acids they are either different or similar or different but not matching that’s mean that some amino acids are similar in chemical composition like serine and thereonin that each one contain groups of hydroxyl (–OH) and also Lucien and isolucien have similar chemical characters and glutamic and aspartic both are of acidic interaction

The programs outputs differs in the multiply alignment sequences show and most of them depends on colures (in protein form situation) that the color became specs for each group of amino acids depending on the physiochemical characters but the nitrogen bases have fixed color in most programs of according to the space of the amino acids that have been divided in to many groups which are look also at the next shape [7]:

1. polar amino acids that with green colures are N, Q, C,Y.T.S,G.
2. basic amino acids that with blue colour H, R, K.
3. acidic amino acids that with red colour are E, D.
4. water reluctant amino acid that with black colour are of large number W, P, I, L, V, A, M, F.

But the sequences radical matching is a qualitative state (case): for example it is possible to say that the two sequences shared by 40% of similarity and its wrong to say that the two sequences shared by a 40% of radical matching: because there is either a radical matching between them or there is not.

In general if the sequence similarity level is too high so it is possible to conclude that there is a shared developmental relationship in spite of that sometimes this relationship is not always clear and the answer depends on the type of the below studying and on the length of the sequences.

It is obvious from all what mentioned above that the nucleotide sequences consist of 4 letters which are the number of nitrogenous bases and then the sequences that have no connection between them have the possibility of matching $\frac{1}{4} = 0.25 = 25\%$, at least as a result of random matching, on the other side the protein sequence have 25% that consist of 20 amino acids which have no matching possibility relationship reach to $1/20! = 0.05 = 5\%$ of matching as a result of random coincidence and in case of gaps usage the percentage increased to reach up to 10-20%

The sequence length considered as an important factor: so the short sequences have a larger chance of matching that caused by random coincidence and that’s why it was necessary to put a cut off to the short sequences during identification matching relationships in comparison with long sequences.

For example if a 100 amino acid length sequences aligned so the similarity of 30% or more denotes that the two sequences have convergent similarity and the next shape clears the statistic symbolizing of similar degrees:

![Figure 2: amino acid groups.](image)

It is Also possible to consider the amino acid H as a polar amino acid and according to amino acid characters which b divided in to groups that are similar to the previous groups (Homology)

5. RADICAL MATCHING AND SIMILARITY AND MATCHING OF SEQUENCES

The sequence homology considered one of the most important bases in sequences analysis when two sequences descended from one origin so it is possible to say that they have sequences homology or they have shared grandfather in versus the sequence similarity represents the alignment ratio and the amino acids residue matching which are similar in their physiochemical characters like size charge and water reluctance there for it was important to distinguish between the term radical matching (homology) and the other related terms like sequence similarity and also sequence identity[9].

That means that the residues are themselves in the two sequences and not from the group and the fact there is a confusion in using of these terms for example: the radical matching clears the relationship of the shared granddads that taken from the sequences comparison that are highly degree similar. but the term similar is a direct result from the observations resulted from sequences alignment and it is possible to determine the quantity of sequences similarity by using percentage.

![Figure 3: similarity degrees statistic representation.](image)

The matching level of 20-30% indicates that the similarity relationship situated within uncertain region which is called (twilight zone) in which the little similarity intersects with sequences intersections as a result of random relationships but when the similarity percentage is less than 20% so a high percent of sequences appear to be not related sequences and appear symbolized in the shape as called (midnight zone) which are undependable results.

This symbolization couldn’t be considered as an accurate measurement to determine the relationship between the sequences especially in the relationship between the sequences especially in the twilight zone and that’s why it needs more strong statistic methods to determine the similarity relationship to determine the statistic in corporeal which will be explaining later.

The matching and similarity are used synonymously in the nucleotide sequences and the matching of two sequences refers to the percentage of the same amino acids presence
in the two sequences, but the similarity refers to the percentage of amino acids alignment in the same group. which has similar physiochemical characters which are more liable to be replaced by each other without a big influence. there are two methods to calculate the sequences matching and similarity [1]

The first method: This method include the use of the longest sequence so if a and b are sequences and the length of each one is La and Lb, respectively and Ls represents the number of the character similar aligned amino acids in the two sequence so the sequence a , b similarity percentage calculated by this equation:

\[ S = \left[ \frac{Ls \times 2}{La + Lb} \right] \times 100\% \]  

(5)

And also could be calculated according to this standard equation:

\[ S = \left( \frac{Ls}{La} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(6)

But the sequencing similarity calculated in similar method as below:

\[ I = \left[ \frac{Li \times 2}{La + Lb} \right] \times 100\% \]  

(7)

Li considered as number of the matched amino acids. also it could be calculated according to this standard equation:

\[ I = \left( \frac{Li}{La} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(8)

The second method: The second method calculation depends on the percentage of each matching and similarity of the amino acid numbers by using this form

\[ S = \left( \frac{Ls}{La} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(9)

\[ I(S) = Li(S)/La \% \]  

(10)

That La represents the shorter sequence from the two sequences number study.

6. DATA AND DATA SIMULATION
6.1 Data Description

The data that are used this research are 14 proteins. some of them are special for mitochondrial diseases and especially patients of gram ping chromosome to the rotina sudden spasmodic epilepsy, and the other has been taken from another types of proteins of different sizes of prion. look at the unpublished thesis of 2nd searcher and these information are available in data bases in international centers specialized in genetic engineering and gene function study like NCBI, Gen Bank MBL.

6.2 Amino Acids Simulation Experiments

A new program has been built according to suggested algorithm generates an amino acids sequences which represents the initial composition of any protein to be generated. look at the unpublished thesis of 2nd searcher for details and in this program the dependence on the available information in the previous table (1) has been done which are a scientific experiments depend on x-ray of proteins group of gaining the lean of the amino acids to be involved in the 2ndory composition a different sized sequences have been generated which are equals to a certain disease specialized proteins size exists in international data bases. and a data similarity of matching percentage has been found which are generated from the simulation program and the factious existing sequence in these data bases. as mentioned before a summary of 14 simulation experiment that carried on 14 international known

First experiment: when choosing a sequence size of N=1075 for mitochondrial brain disuse disease protein simulation which consist of 1075 amino acids the program gives this sequence.

GAGNGRMAslRSLRAPVERDEQAIALKKGAYLLKYLRLWND
ETVLWFSNDDETVLIWSGNEQIGERGPRQFORYRSGORTPIYP
PEKEYQFSFLYAIERSRLSDLVICKDKDEAEVWFTGLKALISHC
HQRNRRTESRDGPTSEANSRPTYTRRSSPLHSSDNSLQKDI
GSNLRLHSHPEEPKNGLIDKAFSDMALAYVPPKGFPSDATI
SVHHSGDSMGMHMRIGMMAEFVRSMMSSVAVESSSSSHGDID
GALDGVFIWGEIGGEGVLLGGNGRQVSSFDFKDMSLDPKLAL
ESTLVDVQNAICAGCQHAHYLVTKQGESFSWSGEESGLRHGIV
DSINQPKLDALNTNIELVCAGEFHICAVTGSTLDYTWKGK
DFVLGHGNEVSHWVPKRNFLLEHVVHSVIAACGPYHTAVTVT
SAQQLFSGGDTGFGVLHGDDK55VFEPREVDLSKLGLRTVRAA
CGVWHSTAAXVEMVSGSSSSSNCSSGKLFRTWGDGKDRGRLHG
NKEPKLVPPTCAALVEPNPCVQACHSLTVALTTSGHVTYMG
SPVYGGLGNSHAQIKTNEVGKLHKSVEEICAGGYHAVL
TSRTETYVTYWKGKNSGRGLHQDVDDRNSTPLVESLKDQKVSI
ACGTNFJAAVCHIRWASSGMDQSMCSGCRQFISFKRRHNCY
NCGLVFCPLCTSSKSSLMKACMAPNPKVYDCVCDCFKNLKKE
EKLKLVSHSSRSRGSINTPFIPQYPREPKEQYFQSLÝSELMES
MRQVDSRHHKKNYGIGHCLSIPSPGSGOMALNIASKSFNP
FGNTPGTYHNMGMPFTLFPHNDATMYFYVANPQMPPGN
SASLAVTGTVNFEPOGLNQFTMDVSKRJQSVRTKAKEQLQE
VLERFTTKQKEALAIAGTGTSFPQNMMLTGLTRNNGGTLTE
RLPGVSAGSARTVTGQVVGPPAMLFAPPANLQNASQESEPS
EITTPMFSGSNFNYNQNVNSLQILALTGGMFLQRRNYTILT
GPAGGARYLIDLIALYGLG

Figure (4): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the first experiment

And the simulation programs efficacy checking a percentage checking of matching between areal sequences cases and chose generated from the real data that exist in the simulation program with the real data that exist in the international center.
And according to the previous symbols so \( L_s \) refers to the number of the amino acids that aligned and of similar properties on the other side \( L_a \), \( L_b \) refers to the sum of the length of each sequence separately as a sequence and the computer gave these result:

\[
L_s = 870 \\
L_a = L_b = 1075 \\
\text{SimilarityPerc} = 81\%
\]

As the concluded sequences similarity percentage is 81% so this is an evidence that both have physiochemical properties that similar by 81% and by this there well be a shared evolutionary relationship between them which may leads to a generated sequence to be replaced by the real one with success percentage of 81%.

While considering the amino acid H as a polar amino acids the computer gave these results:

\[
L_s = 904 \\
L_a = L_b = 1075 \\
\text{SimilarityPerc} = 84\%
\]

The similarity percentage when considering amino acid H as a polar amino acid increases to be 84% .

2nd experiment: When closing a sequence size \( N=818 \) in order to simulation a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of 818 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

```
NTGTTTSHAMPHYGYPFLMLALLTACGGSSTDAPSEDTYP
VGTLGLEGHTVTLQLNGANDLTLDHTANDNPSFAVKLP
HGSAEVTLPAAEPQSHHCTHIANATGTVAGMNVDWCTTTF
HAHNLTGTPHHFTYGTPWAGRNYGRLLGLDIDDDVPE
QVNGFGFMAGVNGNTPTNTYATYGTIPALGTNGTAVGPMNS
GDRDEPEEVQVGDNWDIALSAGAMGTITAKAGDTLWAGNF
AYYGGLTHGANHHYTPTNLNLGGLPFSSNGRHSNLMMFGL
PSHFFFWTEGNYOQLLGIDDDVDELTNGASPFLEGLDGTRDDQQ
MPTGFRQGFGPWSWGYMTSGQQLGLGTADDNRLANEVQYGADT
DWDYLVNFTSLVPNKADGTMLSLPGPGGLFLGDTVSRLA
PVPPASIGDTVAGNHNTVAVPDGTSFQGGDNEYQGLLGM
RYIVTPSTFTVSYWAAVNGSFHNLGLRQGTLWAWNN
NGMGSMDTDRTATPEETVPPIDWAVNAVHSHYTLAVKID
GTGLWAGRNSSQQLGLDSTDNRHPTVQRGTDWATVSYG
QSGLTVKPGDTLWAGWNHTLGYYFPGPNDLSEQVQGE
```

As the concluded sequence compared with a real protein sequence of \( (818) \) amino acids size following results has obtained:

\[
L_s = 640 \\
L_a = L_b = 818 \\
\text{SimilarityPerc} = 78\%
\]

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 78% so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 78% and by this there will
be a shared evolutional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 78%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

Ls = 661
La = Lb = 818
SimilarityPerc = 81%

3rd experiment: when choosing a sequence of N=421 size in order to simulate a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of 421 amino acid the program gave these results:

PGPKRIAKRRSPPADAPIPKSSKVKVSHRSHSTEPLGLVLTQGC
DVQQLGLGENSYHRYKKPLLAVYSPEDVTVQAEAGMGMGLYTF
LTVYSFGCNDDEALGDRDTSVGESEMVPGBKVLQEGKVVQVSA
GDSHTAALTIDGRFLWGNLFSFGGGLLEPMKKSVMVPVQ
VQLDVPVVKVASGNDHLVMLTADGLYLTCGQEGQQPHGV
NTPGHLRQGQQLLELRKVCVMLKKSQGSRHRVFQDAFCG
AYFTFDLGQGYHLVPFTLCMNPCTGVPTFLIPQNLTSFKNS
TKSNFANGQHHTVCMDNEQAKAALYKAEVRQRLGLGEGAE
EIKPTLISRRPVSVSSCAGVSGYAVTKDGRVFAWGMGTNY
YQLGTQDQETPSPVEMSSGKQLENRSVSVGQQHTVLLLKV
DE

A- when a generated sequence compared with a protein real sequence of 421 amino acid size following results had been gotten:

Figure (8): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 3rd experiment

And as it is clear from the previous figure the matching percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from the simulation program reach up to 73% of cases . and through the presence of such a matching between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and corp. of the 2ndory proteinPredict the position and corp. of the 2ndory protein composition which generated from simulation . program with success percentage 73% of cases.

B/ regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure(9a) clears the real sequences while the figure (9b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation program and the computer gave these results. regarding the figure(2):

Ls = 334
La = Lb = 421
SimilarityPerc = 79%

As the concluded similarities percentage is 79% so this is an evidence that both have physiochemical properties that similar by 79% and by this there well be a shared evolutional relationship between them which may leads to a generated sequence to be replaced by the real one with success percentage of 79%.

While considering the amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results.

Ls = 434
La = Lb = 421
SimilarityPerc = 81%

The similarity percentage when considering amino acid H as a polar amino acid increases to be 81%.

4th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=1006 in order to simulation a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of 1006 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program.

GVMPFANFLVPDRDTEQIALLKGAQQLKLCRRRNGPFCP
FKLSMDEDKYLYWSGEEERQLRRSSITWVQGJTPFQKAQGS
DREKQFSLFLYANGEHTDLGLGTCTENMNQGGLQFGGGG
LAFVGFLQGIMNGSEQCMAGGREGYMLNQKLGLLEETPDV
TPFSTGATHILGLSTNFCGCLGGLGGHDGTDGSDALPVWYY
ETDYPFRNSQGFGANSQGDDGFFRFQARFASPLTQVPTRSN
VLKDIMBWFMLAGLIDESSQKNQVTTGSKLLESAFMDPVQLY
GGAKHAA LYTRQGECFVWCQGNSGFTYPPFGPFPMRIVGRT
SLEDVAVSARQVGGFPGNLQYHLQNFNQLTFVNPQG
FLTTRKISDVLGSGSTLVACGSLNCPTVSQFFYTGVTGFG
VLGHGSLVESVTGLNQFLLIALAQSMTGCTYGLGNNFNGFRL
NGMLOQPFHGGKLTWGDGDKGLGHADSKRKLVPCTVETL
IDHDFIKVSSCGWTLVALSISGTYTMMSSOQGQPGLMRKDK
SVNMGFQDFQVVGALTVVVPSNNGYAGIMNMGSMGMA
NFSSQYQQACTPGTPVLPVEPGLDRLVIESIALCGLNLAACWHE
ISLNDQTAACCSKASAFTRKHHCNVCCTGFNAACSSKAVN
ASLPNKSLSRVFVMGLOPQDGNTESFRVKMNNDDHTPRMQ
MVTTRVSLDELTEKOSENEMQNLQANRSTDQFRRQWQPQFGYA
RGQACMPFPLSTLSNTNYVYSSLTHQVYGONMSFSSVNTNIEE
RLKAKVNLQFRCGELNGEKEECEQQENQRTWVEAKEEAKK
EAAKAEIGKALASLKQANKEPSNKLTKGIACNPSQVIPFDPM
LSIPYLPITTARTSQRKHEKQHCKVTCKSSNRRSNIKLLVPDAS
ATDRQGLVQLQTDSSAESQVEFTEPQVYVTFTAGPCFGQTLRR
NFRSKRFSRLQAGWWEVQFGTGLNNFSS
And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequence cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 72% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the 2ndary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 72%.

B /regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure (11a) clears the real sequences while the figure (11b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation sequences.

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 78%.

5thexperiment :When closing a sequence size N=890 in order to simulation a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of N=890 amino acids so the following percentage had been given by the program .

PNGGGKPNSNSRDPGNSVPEPASATGAPAAEKRGLTPPGGGGAGAKEHNSVCFKVDGGGGGGGGGGGGGEPFGGMDAEGRRQYGFHANNVFNTMRIVTVLFLPGNMANLQNTFPFKEQERVTAGFWIIHPYSTDTPMPGNNGANYSVGFGPFTTVTFTFGFTEQTTGTGPFNVA40STVTLLDLMNFRGTGTVNDSSEILDPKVKMNLYLKNSSGFGFIEIPVYDFILYVEKGMDSEYKTARALRNTHQLAQNNTSPQVFVTHCHQGSQLTEFHPHYTDLAVVRIFNLMCPCLIHVDGCLQFLVPIQDFFDCNVSLNEMVNGTFLGTFGINFPFHLMLCQGFQFTTV5MSDLWITMLSMPINYSTLRGTSRSLLVFSQSLSRESSQYQEKKYKVKVEQYMSPGTLPADMRQKIIHYEHRGYQFKIDDOENLIDNPQHPYFFHGVCVATMPFLANAPNNPMALSKRLFVEFQOQDYIIREENVLPMPNGLGRNQPGPGGSGSKEMLTDQSYSEEICLIMLVGFLGSNHYCRLYSILSVDNFEVEELYPMMRAFETVADRLDFTVQCNSSLQKDFXLNTGWNQNEILEQSGKHDREMVQAIA

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (890) amino acids size following results has obtained :

![Figure 10](image10.png)

**Figure (10): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 4th experiment**

And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 72% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the 2ndary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 72%.

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 78%.

5thexperiment :When closing a sequence size N=890 in order to simulation a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of N=890 amino acids so the following percentage had been given by the program .

PNGGGKPNSNSRDPGNSVPEPASATGAPAAEKRGLTPPGGGGAGAKEHNSVCFKVDGGGGGGGGGGGGGEPFGGMDAEGRRQYGFHANNVFNTMRIVTVLFLPGNMANLQNTFPFKEQERVTAGFWIIHPYSTDTPMPGNNGANYSVGFGPFTTVTFTFGFTEQTTGTGPFNVA40STVTLLDLMNFRGTGTVNDSSEILDPKVKMNLYLKNSSGFGFIEIPVYDFILYVEKGMDSEYKTARALRNTHQLAQNNTSPQVFVTHCHQGSQLTEFHPHYTDLAVVRIFNLMCPCLIHVDGCLQFLVPIQDFFDCNVSLNEMVNGTFLGTFGINFPFHLMLCQGFQFTTV5MSDLWITMLSMPINYSTLRGTSRSLLVFSQSLSRESSQYQEKKYKVKVEQYMSPGTLPADMRQKIIHYEHRGYQFKIDDOENLIDNPQHPYFFHGVCVATMPFLANAPNNPMALSKRLFVEFQOQDYIIREENVLPMPNGLGRNQPGPGGSGSKEMLTDQSYSEEICLIMLVGFLGSNHYCRLYSILSVDNFEVEELYPMMRAFETVADRLDFTVQCNSSLQKDFXLNTGWNQNEILEQSGKHDREMVQAIA

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (890) amino acids size following results has obtained :

![Figure 11](image11.png)

**Figure (11a): Real sequence**

**Figure (11b): Generated sequences for the simulation program**

and the computer gave these results. regarding the figure(2): .

**Ls =770**

**La = Lb =1006**

**SimilarityPerc =77%**

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 77%,so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 77%and by this there will be a shared evolutional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 77%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

**Ls =785**

**La = Lb =1006**

**SimilarityPerc =78%**

![Figure 12](image12.png)

**Figure (12): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 5th experiment**

And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequence cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 71% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the 2ndary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 71%.

B /regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure (13a) clears the real sequences while the figure (13b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation sequences.

![Figure 13](image13.png)

**Figure (13a): Real sequence**
Figure (13b) generated sequences for the simulation program
and the computer gave these results.

Ls = 714
La = Lb = 890
SimilarityPerc = 80% 

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 80%. so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 80% and by this there will be a shared evolutionary relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 80%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave the results:

Ls = 726
La = Lb = 890
SimilarityPerc = 82%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 82%.

6th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=774 in order to simulation a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of 774 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

TCGGQRPAAGASEATPGLELGVPVAPPBAAASGLGGLSLPFE PKRHLGLTTLQPTVNSKRLVRGSKHAKVEIQERVKSAGAWII HPYSDRFQYWDLCNGPVMCTFLGPNTPGPIFTGHCIFQGV
GYPNVNGLTGGILAAVNGEAVFLLYTMTRKXYLRW
WDLVDSSTGTLTIANIGEFPRLDAEVYKHTAPDPTTPPCNGF
SHLFLRILSRKRIYHQWEEFGNITPLAASIARVILGMML
LCHWIDGQLFPLVMQFDPDWCVSINHMVNHGWQGGYSH
ALFKAMSHLMITRGLDGQHNGHTWLMTSIMVAGTCA
MFKHGHALIQSLDSSSRQYQEQYKQVEYMFIKLPADTRQ
RHEYVEHRVQGKMDDESIILGAGFMPRLREELNFTCRCGLV
AHMPFAHDPSFVATVLKLREVEQPGDLVREGSVGRNGFD
PQHGLLSVLLSNTDTRLDTSFGIECLTTGRRTASVRADT
YCLGFLSVDHPNGAVEFPMMRAFEVAMIDMVHAFPNGQQ
RGQOKRQQSEPSFSGSSEGSMLPQNPNTLANAVRGAFSTGA
QLSGKPVGLWRRGVPHPLQAAYTSNVVADLTHQRGIPPLSPD
SPATTALSARSAWSAGPSPLVRAPGRPWASTSGLFPARTL
HASLSRAGRSVQLPPPMVYPGPRGCRPLASQSSLPQQR
ATGDGSRIKGSRELTPPGALKPRHAPQPPPPVFCTAAT
QTQLSANM

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (774) amino acids size following results has obtained:

Figure (14): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 6th experiment
And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 78% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the secondary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 78%.

B /regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure (15a) clear the real sequences while the figure (15b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation program and the computer gave these results.

Ls = 633
La = Lb = 774
SimilarityPerc = 82%

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 82%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar
physiochemical properties of about 82% and by this there will be a shared evolutional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 82%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

Ls = 656
La = Lb = 774
SimilarityPerc = % 85

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 85%.

7th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=888 in order to simulate a mitochondrial brain tissue disease protein which consist of 888 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

NNFLPHVFAPQNTFLTDITRKEFGQSKFIANARVMGDDNGPG
FLNGSNNGGGYRSRAEVMQPRCDFLHGPRTOQRRAAAQAQL
LGAEEKVEIAFYRKDGCSCFLCDVLHGLNLYQLLNNFFNN
GHFGLGIPTPYGNNDLJNFQPTLFGNRPMGLYAPGKILPALL
ALTARESSVRSGGAGAGAPAVNVNDLTAPSSESLALD
EVATMDINHVGLOPAEEARAFLNANSFGVNNQYTRYSAHS
LNPADSGCSSCSIALTSPTMTGLRISGNACMONTGNNYRTG
PTIPHASIAMPHRLSLTGTMALTQGAGTMPFPTTGTMN
FVDLKGDPPAPSTDRLMAPKIERTHNTVEKTVGHNCCLYH
NLSPTNNSHGNHSLHGFFSGPAMGSNFGTVVTAYVF
TPYSAFLLKETESEPPLACYGACFQGHFVFVFGMFVFDIL
INFKTFYTVNHTPYNHPGRIAVHYFPGGWFLIDMVAAIPFDLLI
FGSGEELLGILCLKTARLRLVPQARKLDRSEYGAALFLLMC
TFAALIHWLACIWIYAGNMEQPHMIDRSWGLNHRNYGQKPK
YNSGLGGPFFQPAANLYFTSFSLSTSVGFNGNSPTYNTTP
GFGNNLISLMYASIFGVNSANGMPYSTQARYHTQLRNTG
NLGHQIPNFLRQLRELEYFGAPFGPSNIDMNALKGGRYSN
VCQFGLHLNRELQHCPFRGATKRYMLRAKMTTRTHAPF
GDLTVHAGDLTALYFISRSGIELRGDDVVAILOGMGWAGT
LEMPSSAFRGLNLMMQGLWLTWDCQLQHWAPLHLINSGP
PSGMARNHTWGOODAALWGSNQGVNGRHKQTFLASLK

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (888) amino acids size following results has obtained:

![Figure (16)](image-url)

**Figure (16)** Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 7th experiment

And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 70% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the 2ndary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 70%.

B /regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure(17a) clears the real sequences while the figure (17b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation program

![Figure (17a)](image-url)

![Figure (17b)](image-url)

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 77% so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 77% and by this there will be a shared evolutional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 77%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

Ls = 682
La = Lb = 888
SimilarityPerc = 77%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 80%.

8th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=337 in order to simulation a protein which consist of 337 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program

TFSTASPAADDRGPWEGGLVSWPPAPPLTLPTTWMPSWG
QHPGHGFWPALTDFSAPASGLOFVRVYVLDASGCMIFGPG
GGAARFSSYLLSRKVRNGGILPSGCPVECLSCSLTTRRTGGY
GMGNMAAMYVPPPPQYHYFYLVLDFEETDCKPJQHPQEIELFIL
KLNLNPEIEESTFHMYVQPVHPQELFTCTELTGQIAMTDQ
PSLQQVLERVDWMAKIEGGLDNPVKSIYVCDGWDVLKVMLP
GQCHYLGLPLADYFQKWNLKKAYSFAMGWPKNGCDDM
KLGLSLQHGPRPHSGIDDCKNNANMLGGLNLGQVQQYQT5KFP

A - when a generated sequence compared with the real protein sequence of (337) amino acids size following results has obtained:
figure (18): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 8th experiment

And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 77% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the 2ndary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 77%.

B / regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure(19a) clears the real sequences while the figure (19b) clears the generated sequences for the simulation program

Ls =277
La = Lb =337
SimilarityPerc =82%

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 82%,so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about82% and by this there will be a shared evolitional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 82%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 85%.

9th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=1196 in order to simulation a prion protein which consist of 1196 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program.

SVPKFKLMSFLDDQPKDPNVLVASPFGVYKKNPAADAGSN
ASKSSSYQQQRNWKQCGNYNNNXNNYN
YNYYNNYYNNNYYKQNYGGYKSYTQKQCAVTPNGSTTPPSAS
TTSLSLNFENSASTSCISQFLKLTITFPGFDTCKNQKAPPF
NGGGGNTSNGETKEWKFVNGFLFPKPSVLVRESALIISNIA
QFFSGKPPQAEASPLGNNNSBNVNYGHTYTKVKAQHADSLL
NCFPFMEALTCFVPLFLILDLSSLGAKWQAKMAALSVDRIRED
SANDLLELTFKDAVPLTIDVADTAFDRPELAKQGYKRTLIDYSIL
DNLDSLSPRYKLLGGNLDQPSPKVPKVESSLYTGTNPDLTEPSLS
LLVPIRLSNLSSSQQELRQGTVVNLRTLVNKKREIESFIP
LLLPGQKVVDTATRFMRRELAMNLNLKEDADEKENSFS
GRLTLEIGDRLLDLHLHLDIAKDDSCFVPYMPNLETIVKYSMKI
LTVDSVNVNDKLDLEDLPFTGDLHGRGTFQGQPNQHRLRAL
FYQEKERADEDEGIEIVTANLTNLGVBVNLKTLKPH
RYLGLQGNGAGKSTLMRAIANQLDQFPDKTDLRTERCFVHELK
QGEEGDLDDLVSFDLDEESQTSREAAEALTLANTIBFFSVSG
SLSGWMMKRELARLAMQLADLILLDEPHNLDSLKVLE
GTLPAHTRMDTSLSVSDHSGFPLDTCDIHYENKLALYNPILAL
AFVEQPEAKSVLYTDLDSNAQMPPPGLLTTGKVSKNTRAVAK
MDTVTESFYLQGNHDDGMNTTTPGGHALNLGPNGGKGL
PVKLLTGELVPNEKVEHPHNLTLQVLPQVHNEKET
ANQYQLWRYQFQGDDREVLKEMMTSDHVMRGMKTMEIDJK
DQGRKRAIEAVGRQKLKSSPNQFGLCACSLNTPNGTOMQ
NLLNFGLAFQLQFDHDFELLYLGLGRLLESTYFQKDFEDVG
TSFATQTLAQPMMHAGQLVKVVIAAGMVNNPHLILDEPTN
YLRDRLAVALAIRWDGSGVVMMISHNFEQFLACPEQIWE
NGKMYVKQSAEQDQSIVHTGDVDMARVLLMLPNNSLPSVDD
DTPANIKVKNFTGPDRTRNEKLMAERRRLRYEVLSSLSPKGTP
KPVDTPQYYPV

and the computer gave these results.

Ls =286
La = Lb =337

SimilarityPerc =85%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 85%.

Figure (20): Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 9th experiment

And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 79% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the 2ndary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 79%.

B / regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure(21a) clears the real sequences
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while the figure (21b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation program
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and the computer gave these results:

Ls = 1006  
La = Lb = 1196  
SimilarityPerc = 84%

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 84%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 84% and by this there will be a shared evolutional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 84%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

Ls = 1025  
La = Lb = 1196  
SimilarityPerc = 86%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 86%.

10nd experiment :When closing a sequence size \( N = 405 \) in order to simulation a prion protein which consist of 405 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

MDTDLKISEAEHSFQSGNHAEEAVKLTSAAQSNPNDDEQMTSIE  
SLGKGQGSGASGLAALASQFFKSNNSQGQGQGGQGQGGQGQG  
QGQGQGSSRTALASLASSFMSNNSNNQQQQQGQGQGQGQGQGQ  
QQQGQGGSSFGALASSFMSNSNNQQQQQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQ  
GQGQGSSFGALASSFMSNSNNQQQQQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQ  
GQGQGSSFGALASSFMSNSNNQQQQQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQ

and the computer gave these results:

Ls = 350  
La = Lb = 405  
SimilarityPerc= 86%

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 86%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 86% and by this there will be a shared evolutional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 86%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:
The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 88%.

11th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=254 in order to simulation a prion protein which consist of 254 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

QNLGYWALLFYTTCDVGLCKRPKPGGWNTGGRSRYP GQGSPGGRYPQPSQGTFGWQPHGGWQPHGGWGQP HGGGWQHPQPHGGWGQGTNHGWNKPSFKTNLKHVA GAAAAGAVVGGGMFVNAAGQPLAVFFDGPGPWEDRYR EMMRYPQFNNPVDQYNSNONFVHDVCNITKQHTTT TTKGENFETGGPAFGGMIPQNTVQYKESQAYYDGGR SAVLFSSPLENTSVNSVFFVGLGL

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (254) amino acids size following results has obtained:

Ls = 215
La = Lb = 254
SimilarityPerc = 85%

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 85%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 85% and by this there will be a shared evolutionary relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 85%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

Ls = 223
La = Lb = 254
SimilarityPerc = 88%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 88%.

12th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=151 in order to simulation a prion protein which consist of 151 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

GNWAPHSNWALLAAAFLCDSGAKGGRGGARGSGRGG VRGARGASRVRVRPAQRKYGAPGSSLVRAAGAAAGAAA AGAAAGGLPSQWRAAGPGERLGDLEDGEVPGNGTGPG IYSGRAWTPQFTPRGLVLYLGAFFTVGLLP

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (151) amino acids size following results has obtained:

Ls = 215
La = Lb = 254
SimilarityPerc = 85%

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

Ls = 223
La = Lb = 254
SimilarityPerc = 88%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 88%.
and the computer gave these results.

\[ L_s = 137 \]
\[ L_a = L_b = 151 \]
\[ \text{SimilarityPerc} = 91\% \]

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 91\%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 91\% and by this there will be a shared evolutionary relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 91\%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

\[ L_s = 137 \]
\[ L_a = L_b = 151 \]
\[ \text{SimilarityPerc} = 91\% \]

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 91\%.

13th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=89 in order to simulation a prion protein which consist of 89 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

\[ \text{PGQGGGWQPGQHHGGGWQPGQHHGGGWQPHGGGWQPG} \]
\[ \text{QHGQHHGGGWQPGQHHGGGWQPGQHHGGGWQGGQH} \]

A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (89) amino acids size following results has obtained:

\[ \text{L_s = 72} \]
\[ \text{L_a = L_b = 89} \]
\[ \text{SimilarityPerc} = 81\% \]

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 81\%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 81\% and by this there will be a shared evolutionary relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 81\%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

\[ L_s = 83 \]
\[ L_a = L_b = 89 \]
\[ \text{SimilarityPerc} = 93\% \]

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid increase to be 93\%.

14th experiment: When closing a sequence size N=2202 in order to prion protein which consist of 2202 amino acids so the following sequence had been given by the program:

\[ \text{PHRCNFQNSLGTNPFGQVQTNAGQGFGHQMTAGGAAA} \]
\[ \text{ATAGQYYPMPLQGQQQLFQGHGNNYNLFQFQDFQQQQQQQ} \]
\[ \text{YLMQGQQQQQQQHLQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ} \]
\[ \text{HRQMKLALLKLQTKYPLFYLQSSLRLMREDNQHDDKRETN} \]
\[ \text{LFDLKPPPQAVVNYNTLSALVDSSNQFSQFQFMMDT} \]
\[ \text{TTATAMSSYQINHQSIVMTSSSVMSSERPMNLTVM} \]
\[ \text{HHDVDEEPAPRIEKQRMQQMVFQAPQAVQGQQQQQQK} \]
\[ \text{RQMDVNLQDNLYDQVPTDTGRGRGGQSGSDEQDNLVQQN} \]
\[ \text{TQIEEMEQGKVQKLPGYGGTGFTT-gradientsequence} \]

\[ \text{PHRCNFQNSLGTNPFGQVQTNAGQGFGHQMTAGGAAA} \]
\[ \text{ATAGQYYPMPLQGQQQLFQGHGNNYNLFQFQDFQQQQQQQ} \]
\[ \text{YLMQGQQQQQQQHLQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ} \]
\[ \text{HRQMKLALLKLQTKYPLFYLQSSLRLMREDNQHDDKRETN} \]
\[ \text{LFDLKPPPQAVVNYNTLSALVDSSNQFSQFQFMMDT} \]
\[ \text{TTATAMSSYQINHQSIVMTSSSVMSSERPMNLTVM} \]
\[ \text{HHDVDEEPAPRIEKQRMQQMVFQAPQAVQGQQQQQQK} \]
\[ \text{RQMDVNLQDNLYDQVPTDTGRGRGGQSGSDEQDNLVQQN} \]
\[ \text{TQIEEMEQGKVQKLPGYGGTGFTT-gradientsequence} \]

And it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 83% of the presence through the 2ndary protein composition which gererational from the simulation program with success percentage of 83%.

B - regarding the similarity percentage between the real cases and the generated cases from simulation program the figure(29a) clears the real sequences while the figure(29b) clear the generated sequence for the simulation program.

![Sequence alignment in sequence generated the 13th experiment](image1)

![Figure (29a) real sequences](image2)

![Figure (29b) generated sequences for the simulation program](image3)
A - when a generated sequence compared with a real protein sequence of (2202) amino acids size following results has obtained:

- $L_s = 1853$
- $L_a = L_b = 2202$
- SimilarityPerc = 84%

As the concluded percentage of two sequence similarity is 84%, so this is an evidence that both have a similar physiochemical properties of about 84% and by this there will be a shared evolitional relationship between them which leads to liability of the generated sequence to be replaced by the real one success percentage of 84%.

But when considering an amino acid H as a polar amino acid the computer gave these results:

- $L_s = 1900$
- $L_a = L_b = 2202$
- SimilarityPerc = 86%

The similarity percentage when considering an amino acid has a polar amino acid increase to be 86%. 

And us it is cleared from the previous figure the matching percentage between a real sequences cases and the generated sequences cases from simulation program reach to 80% of cases and through the presence of such a match between the primary protein composition so it is possible to predict the position and the crop of the secondary protein composition which generational from the simulation program with success percentage of 80%.

B / regarding the similarity percentage between the real sequence cases and the generated sequence cases from simulation program the figure (33a) clears the real sequences while the figure (33b) clear the generated sequences for the simulation program and the computer gave these results.

Ls = 1853
La = Lb = 2202
SimilarityPerc = 84%
7. CONCLUSION

The next schedule summarizes the previous experiments results the second column of the schedule clears names of protein that have been simulated by different sized amino acids N (amino acid), and the 4th and 5th column gives the matching /similarity percentage between the factions and generated sequences and the last column gives the similarity percentage when the amino acids H considered as one of the polar amino acids.

Table 2: Summary of amino acids simulation experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>similarity percentage of polar amino acids (%)</th>
<th>similarity percentage (%)</th>
<th>matching percentage (%)</th>
<th>Protein size(N)</th>
<th>the name of the simulation Protein</th>
<th>experiment number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>brain tissue disease (1) protein</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>brain tissue disease (2) protein</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>brain tissue disease (3) protein</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>brain tissue disease (4) protein</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>sudden spasmodic (1) epilepsy</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>sudden spasmodic (2) epilepsy</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>sudden spasmodic (3) epilepsy</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>(1) Prion protein</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1196</td>
<td>(2) Prion protein</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>(3) Prion protein</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>(4) Prion protein</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>(5) Prion protein</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>(6) Prion protein</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2202</td>
<td>(7) Prion protein</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the previous simulation programs a lot of conclusion obtained which are:

1. The simulation program which built for this study is of good efficacy because it can generates an amino acids sequences simulates to an acceptable degree to the real (factual) sequence to those amino acids.
2. The matching percentage between a factious sequences cases and generated sequences cases from simulation program became between 71% and 83% of cases.
3. The similarity percentage between a factious sequences cases and generated sequences cases from simulation program became between 78% and 93%.
4. The matching and simulation good sharing between the factious and generated sequences excludes the random matching and this indicates that the sequences descended from one developmental origin.
5. The detection of the location and corps of secondary protein composition is possible if the proteins 2ndory composition that match’s its initial one is known which means that match’s its initial one is known, which means that this proteins matching in initial composition leads to make this matching in 2ndory composition and function but if the proteins are matched in composition and function is not necessary leads to matching in initial composition and through the presence of such matching in between the initial compositions so it is possible to detect the 2ndory protein composition position and corps if the 2ndory protein composition that matched with in the initial one is known.
6. When amino acids H considered from the polar amino acids so the percentage between the two sequences increase, and this leads to similarity increasing between the physicochemical characters of both sequences which may leads to increase the shared developmental relationship between the sequences and by this the two sequences became more liable to exchange between each other without a great influences.
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